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Abstract 

The aim of this paper is to study systematically the 

performance of Phase Change Materials (PCM) on a  floor 

radiant heating system. The methodology encompasses a 

set of experimental analyses and dynamic modelling 

simulations. The experimental activity is conducted in a 

thermally isolated box equipped with data acquisition 

instrumentation. A fluid-based radiant floor is placed on 

an Energy Storage Mortar floor. Dynamic model 

simulations are run to better analyze the time domain 

characteristics of the models with different PCM contents, 

in order to understand how to exploit the main advantages 

of using different PCM contents on the pavement.  

Introduction 

As part of the Europe 2020 strategy, the EU has among its 

strategic targets the 20% increase in energy efficiency in 

systems. Space heating is responsible of more than 60% 

of this energy demand in European buildings. Thermal 

inertia of construction materials has been widely explored 

as a passive alternative to improve energy performance of 

heating systems in buildings.   

The addition of Phase Change Materials (PCM) to 

construction materials improves the thermal storage of 

building elements. The presence of construction elements 

with high thermal inertia reduces indoor temperature 

fluctuations and favors user comfort (Lin et al. 2004). 

Heat storage materials improve passive indoor thermal 

regulation and consequently energy saving in buildings. 

With this purpose, PCM can be added to concrete, 

gypsum wallboard, ceiling and floor (Khudhair & Farid 

2004).  

Floor radiant heating systems are an efficient and 

economical alternative to common heating systems in 

buildings. In addition, combined with thermal storage 

materials, such systems provide the opportunity of 

enhance thermal inertia of floor and become a more 

energy efficient strategies without compromising thermal 

comfort. PCM provide large thermal storage and heating 

release for a short temperature change. The combination 

of the use of thermal storage materials with charging 

period planning, allow users to consume off peak load 

energy to charge the system, enhancing energy and 

economic efficiency of the system. Paraffins have been 

traditionally used as PCM in thermal energy storage 

materials in buildings due to their large latent heat and 

chemical stability, among other properties. Compared 

with other common construction materials such as stone, 

PCMs store 4 to 15 times more heat (Jeon et al. 2013).   

The addition of PCM to construction materials reduces 

indoor temperature fluctuations (Khudhair & Farid 2004). 

Zhou and He (2015) compared the thermal performnce of 

different heat storage materials and reported a twice 

longer discharging time for a heating mortar floor with 

PCM compared with a plain mortar (Zhou & He 2015).  

Lin et al. (2004) modelled the thermal performance of 

under-floor electric heating system with shape-stabilized 

PCM composed by 75% of PCM and 25% of polyethylene 

as a supporting material (Lin et al. 2004). The results 

showed that the floor temperature surface was kept above 

45ºC more than 10 h after the heater was switched-off. In 

addition, the research confirmed that PCMs provide more 

uniformly indoor air temperature distribution.  

Based on a physical model, Jin and Zhang (2011) 

combined two layers of PCM with different melting 

temperature,  obtaining an increase of 40% of energy 

released by a heating floor system (Jin & Zhang 2011). 

Mazo et al. (2012) used a finite volume approach to 

simulate a radiant floor system with PCM (Mazo et al. 

2012). The results shown an energy consumption cost 

saving of nearly 18% due to the presence of PCM on the 

floor, mainly because heating demand displaced to off-

peak electricity demand.  

Experimental results can be used to verify and calibrate 

statistical models, and vice-versa. Xu et al. conducted 

experimental analysis on a test room with floor composed 

by a 8 mm-thick shape stabilized PCM layer and 50 mm-

thick polystyrene layer (Xu et al. 2005). The authors used 

experimental results to verify modelling outputs based on 

finite-difference scheme in order to optimize PCM 

melting temperature for different climatic conditions.  

The simulation of radiant floor systems is in itself 

relatively complex because of the different heat transfer 

processes involved (Mazo et al. 2012). In addition, PCM 

shows variations in heat transfer and a nonlinear 

behaviour when phase change occurs. This is one of the 

main reasons that difficulties the integration of active 

systems with PCM in existing building energy simulation 

tools. The literature review indicates that there is a 

research gap on the use at laboratory scale of energy 

storage materials in active building systems, such as 

heating floor system. Another remarkable research gap is 

the lack of long-lasting experimental studies on energy 

storage materials with detailed data of material discharge 

and indoor temperature fluctuation.   
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The realization of laboratory experiments at scale entails 

a series of challenges and difficulties that increases 

uncertainty in the data obtained, compared with physical 

modelling approaches. However, these laboratory 

experiments are necessary as they shed light on the actual 

behaviour of building materials with PCM. 

This paper aims at systematically study the performance 

of PCM (in this case paraffin wax) in a domestic floor 

radiant heating system of a residential house. An 

experimental program has been conducted to explore the 

thermal inertia variation of mortar floor with different 

contents of PCM. A dynamic model of the system is 

derived based on time series approaches and validated 

with experimental data. A well-known method, namely 

ARX (Auto-Regressive with eXogenous input) model, is 

utilized in order to develop a proper dynamic model 

which is sufficiently fitted by the real data. 

As an innovation, this research tests the thermal inertia of 

energy storage system with different quantities of PCM. 

As a novelty, long-lasting experiments are conducted with 

different PCM contents, in order to compare its effect on 

indoor temperature conditions. High detail data is stored 

and later analysed in order to develop a dynamic model 

for prediction and sensitivity analysis. The proposed 

predictive model can be used to analyse the PCM 

behaviour in different conditions in presense of different 

disturbances. 

Methodology 

Experimental analysis 

A scaled-down radiant floor building was designed to 

conduct the experimental analysis. Floor material is 

described as Energy Storage Mortar (ESM) with Phase 

Change Material (PCM). A description of ESM used and 

the experimental procedure is given below.  

Phase Change Materials  

In this research, the PCM used was paraffin wax melting 

point 58°C (ASTMD 87 SigmaAldrich®). Energy 

Storage Mortar specimen was made of cement type CEM 

I 42.5 R, with a water/cement ration of 0.45. PCM can be 

shaped in a radiant floor as plates or added directly into 

concrete (Xu et al. 2005). The most common integration 

techniques are the direct method and the encapsulation 

method. The direct method consists of adding liquid or 

powdered PCM to the construction materials during its 

preparation. In this research, the direct method was 

chosen, given the small amount of mortar to be 

manufactured. During the mixture stage of the mortar, 

grated paraffin at size 3-6 mm was added to ensure 

encapsulation of the PCM in the specimen. A subsequent 

kneading is carried out for 2 minutes to ensure the mixing 

of the components. A total of 3 specimens of 250 x 250 x 

20 mm were prepared. Mixes were prepared containing 

from 0 to 2.5 % of PCM regarding cement mass. The 

specimens were named as follows: S0 (0% PCM), S1.5 

(1.5% PCM) and S2.5 (2.5% PCM). 

Heating floor design and test box 

Figure 1 shows a scheme of the radiant floor composition. 

From bottom to top, the experimental setup consists of a 

metal base that is the enclosure of the box. Polystyrene 50 

mm thickness was placed as insulation layer. A 20 mm 

wood base board was used as a basement of the pipe line 

circuit. Polyethylene pipelines were placed to cover the 

maximum length; achieving a total length of 2.05 m. 

Pipelines were 4 and 6 mm inner and external diameter 

respectively. The heat transfer fluid used was distilled 

water. EMS specimens were placed on the floor heating 

circuit covering the total length of the circuit. A few 

chocks were placed to prevent the tube from being 

crushed by the floor. Experiments were conducted in a 

400 x 400 x 400 mm thermally isolated thermal box 

PHYWE® Model 04507-93. The experimental system is 

located in the physics laboratory in the basement floor of 

a university building.  
 

 

Fig. 1. Scheme of the floor strcuture.  

 

A schematic sketch of the experiment is shown in Fig. 2. 

Firstly, the water is heated by a heater (1) located adjacent 

to the box and driven by a pump (3) of 3.60 W that drives 

the water (solid line in Fig. 2) in the circuit of the heating 

installation inside the Test Box. The pump works with a 

maximum flow Qmax = 240 L / h and maximum height H 

= 3000 mm. The pump power supply is a 230 V short-

circuit proof equipment, with a DC output voltage of 1 to 

12 V and alternating current of 6 or 12 V. Test Box is 

completely isolated with 25 mm thickness of Poliestyrene 

(6), thermal conductivity 0.38 W/m·K. After the heat is 

released the water enters the return circuit (dotted line in 

Fig. 2) and is poured by gravity back into the tank. Several 

valves (2) were installed before and after the water tank 

to regulate the water flow rate.  The thermal properties of 

the materials used are shown in Table 1.  
 

Table 1. Thermal properties of the materials. 
 

Material ρ [kg/m3] c [kJ/kg K] k [W/m K] 

Plain mortar 2100.00 1.00 1.400  

Paraffin wax 980.00 2.14 - 

Polystyrene 20.00 - 0.038 

Water 1.00 1.00 - 
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Measurement system 

A total of four thermometers were used to measure 

temperatures. Two thermometers were installed at the 

inlet and outlet of hot water loop to measure the supply 

(Ti) and return (To) temperature. Two more thermometers 

were installed inside the test box to measure the indoor air 

temperature (Ta) and floor surface temperature (Tf). Ta 

was placed in the geometrical center of the test box.  

Thermometers used were NTC (Negative Temperature 

Coefficient) thermal probes with NiCr-Ni composition, 

whose temperature coefficient is negative, with an error 

±0.5ºC. An additional thermometer was installed outside 

the test box to monitor the laboratory temperature. 
 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic sketch of the experiment. 
 

To avoid heat loss and reduction of system efficiency, 

susceptible thermal bridges and outdoor pipelines were 

isolated, especially the encounter between the ESM with 

the other elements and the fluid conduits that remain 

outside the thermal box.  

Experimental procedure 

First, experimental conditions are checked: the air 

temperature of the laboratory is 20ºC; indoor test box, 

water and ESM temperatures are equal to environmental 

temperature. The water loop is empty.   

The experiment encompasses four stages: pre-heating, 

charge process, steady state and discharge process. 

During the pre-heating stage, the electric heater is 

switched on and water is heated. Once the water 

temperature reaches a reference temperature set point of 

50°C, the valve opens and the loop start filling, which 

corresponds to the charge process. The set point 

temperature has been selected and validated by a pre-test 

to ensure indoor box temperature increase from 20 to 

25ºC. Therefore, a 5ºC indoor air temperature fluctuation 

is induced. The water circulates inside the loop, releases 

the heat to the ESM and then returns back to the water 

tank. The inlet and outlet water temperatures are 

monitored. During the flow circulation, the ESM is 

charged, rises its temperature and transfer heat to the air 

in the test box through conduction, convection and 

radiation (charging stage). EMS surface temperature is 

also monitored. This process keeps increasing till indoor 

air temperature reaches 25ºC and a steady state is reached. 

During this stage, the heat transfer amount does not 

change in time. Steady state is kept for 2 h. Then, the 

valve is switched off and the ESM releases heat to the test 

box air, which corresponds to the discharge stage. The 

indoor air temperature decreases down until a value close 

to the initial temperature is reached. Metrics are recorded 

every 2 minutes. This procedure is repeated for the 3 

specimens described. Fig. 3 identifies the valve operation 

and the four stages described. 
 

 

Fig. 3. Valve operation regime during the experiment. 
 

Dynamic and static modelling approaches  

It is known from existing technical literature that the 

content of PCM in the mortar increases the energy stored 

in the floor system. In this section, the impact of PCM 

content on the EMS behaviour is numerically analysed.  

As mentioned before, two main different phases, namely 

charging and discharging modes, are identified during the 

experimental analysis. During charging phase, air and 

pavement temperature are brought to a steady state values 

while inlet water temperature is kept constant for a given 

period. For the discharging phase, starting from a steady 

state situation, the heating system is turned off so that the 

pavement temperature, and consequently the air 

temperature, will be cooled down.  Fig. 4 shows both 

charging and discharging phases of the lab scaled radiant 

floor made of plain mortar (specimen S0).  
 

 

Fig. 4. Charging and discharging procedure for S0. 
 

In this section some well-known dynamic identification 

approaches, particularly black-box modeling, together 

with static interpolation methods are briefly explained to 

better define how input/output data, recorded from radiant 

floor facility, are transformed into the static and dynamic 

models which in turn can represent and estimate the 

current and future behaviour of the systems under 

investigation.  
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Accuracy of identified transfer functions have been 

analysed based on Mean Square Error (MSE) and fitting 

ration. Both are calculated based on difference of real 

output data and simulated response when the simulated 

TF is derived by the same input of real system, as 

indicated in Fig. 5.   
 

 

Fig. 5. Scheme of the transfer function analysis. 
 

In practice, black-box modeling approaches are useful 

once the primary goal is the most accurate replication of 

data, regardless of the mathematical model structure. In 

order to obtain a reliable model for the building dynamics, 

a black-box identification by means of an ARX (Auto-

Regressive with eXogenous input) model based on the 

least squares criterion is chosen.  The ARX structure 

describes how the input u(t) affects the process output 

y(t). The ARX model is represented by the following 

expression: 

𝑦(𝑡) = −𝑎1𝑦(𝑡 − 1) − ⋯ − 𝑎𝑛𝑎
𝑦(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑎) + 𝑏1𝑦(𝑡 −

1 − 𝑛𝑘) + ⋯ + 𝑏𝑛𝑏
𝑦(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑏 − 𝑛𝑘) + 𝑒(𝑡)  (1) 

where 𝑎𝑛𝑎
and 𝑏𝑛𝑏

represents the coeffecients of 

numerator and denominator polynomials, namely 

𝐴(𝑞) and 𝐵(𝑞), which are of order 𝑛𝑎  and 𝑛𝑏 , 

respectively. The time delay between input and output 

data are presented by the parameter 𝑛𝑘 . 𝑒(𝑡)  refers to 

noise and supposed to be Gaussian.  

The polynomial representation of the given ARX model 

is expressed as follows:  

             𝑨(𝒒) 𝐲(𝐭) = 𝑩(𝒒)𝒖(𝒕 − 𝒏𝒌) + 𝒆(𝒕)       (2) 

where:  

                𝐴(𝑞) = 1 + 𝑎1𝑞−1 + ⋯ + 𝑎𝑛𝑎
𝑞−𝑛𝑎         (3) 

                 𝐵(𝑞) = 1 + 𝑏1𝑞−1 + ⋯ + 𝑏𝑛𝑏
𝑞−𝑛𝑏        (4) 

and 𝑞−1  is the delay operator which satisfies the 

following equation:  

                        𝑢(𝑡 = 1) = 𝑞−1 𝑢(𝑡)                        (5) 

Coefficients of numerator and denominator polynomials, 

i.e. 𝑎𝑛𝑎
and 𝑏𝑛𝑏

, will be tuned based on least square 

method (Ljung 1998). Furthermore, a Linear interpolation  

approach is used to create a simple function based on the 

known data from experimental analysis (Kress 1998). In 

other words, a linear polynomials will be tuned to 

construct new data points within the range of a discrete 

set of known data points recorded by experimental 

analysis such that it provides the best fitting ratio between 

real data points and constructed new data set.  

Thanks to the identified models, we can simply simulate,  

a building with different pavement materials which are 

equally initialized from a thermal point of view, for 

comparison purposes. While, in practice, it is almost 

impossible to execute different experiments in the same 

initial conditions.   

Results and Discussion 

The results of the analysis of the discharging state of the 

specimens with different PCM and plain mortar are 

shown. Fig. 6 shows the experimental results during the 

discharging phase for the specimen without PCM. During 

discharging phase, there are two kinds of heat sources 

which can heat up building air temperature: pipeline water 

temperature and heat stored in pavement. As Fig. 4 shows, 

the same happens for all test cases although the inlet water 

temperature is going down faster than air temperature 

(such that it will be even a little bit less than air 

temperature for a while), pavement temperature is always 

higher than air temperature, because of its higher thermal 

capacity. So there is always a “charging effect” due to 

heat stored in pavement. 
 

 

Fig. 6. Experimental test on discharging phase for 

pavement with plain mortar. 
 

During the discharging phase, the air temperature depends 

on both inlet water temperature and pavement 

temperature. It is possible to find a dynamic and static 

behaviour between the pairs of air-inlet temperature and 

air-pavement temperature. According to the data analysis 

carried out, a linear correlation between air and pavement 

temperature is found, as shown in Fig. 7 for the case of 

the specimen with 2.5% of PCM. Results from linear 

interpolation show a clear tendency of the increase of the 

room air temperature during the discharging phase.  
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Fig. 7. Interpolation analysis – building with 2.5 PCM 

content. 
 

To better anticipate the effects of pavement’s material on 

the air temperature changes, the same interpolation lines 

are constructed for both cases of the specimen with 1.5% 

and 0% of PCM. The results are summarized in Table 2, 

where 𝑥 is the pavement temperature and 𝐹(𝑥) is the air 

temperature, which is a linear function of pavement 

temperature:  
 

 

Table 2. Interpolation lines for three different test cases 
 

 

Specimen Equation Slope 

RMSE 

w.r.t 

real data 

S2.5 𝐹(𝑥) = 0.51𝑥 + 11.9 0.51 0.0603 

S1.5 𝐹(𝑥) = 0.65𝑥 + 10.7 0.54 0.0745 

S0 𝐹(𝑥) = 0.60𝑥 + 12.08 0.60 0.0549 

 

As Table 2 shows, the slope of interpolation line for S2.5 

is less than both S1.5 and no PCM case (S0) by 5% and 

14% respectively. These results confirm a higher thermal 

capacity of ESM floor compared with plain mortar. On 

the contrary, there is a dynamic relation between inlet 

water temperature and air temperature, whose dynamic 

characteristics are strongly affected by the pavement 

material, being the heat transfer medium from pipeline to 

air.  

According to the data recorded through experimental 

tests, three dynamic black-box models, based on the ARX 

identification approach presented in section dynamic and 

static modelling approaches, is proposed for pavements 

made of EMS with different PCM contents, which 

represents the dynamic relation between inlet water 

temperature and air temperature. Identified transfer 

functions in discrete time are listed as follows: 

 2.5 PCM content 

 𝐺2.5𝑃𝐶𝑀(𝑧) =
∆𝑌2.5𝑃𝐶𝑀(𝑧)

∆𝑈2.5𝑃𝐶𝑀(𝑧)
=

0.01275 𝑧

𝑧2− 0.005854 𝑧− 0.9551
 

 

 1.5 PCM content 

       𝐺1.5𝑃𝐶𝑀(𝑧) =
∆𝑌1.5𝑃𝐶𝑀(𝑧)

∆𝑈1.5𝑃𝐶𝑀(𝑧)
=

0.00679 𝑧

𝑧2− 1.178 𝑧+ 0.1993
 

 

 Without PCM  

       𝐺𝑛𝑜𝑃𝐶𝑀(𝑧) =
∆𝑌𝑛𝑜𝑃𝐶𝑀(𝑧)

∆𝑈𝑛𝑜𝑃𝐶𝑀(𝑧)
=

0.01442 𝑧

𝑧2− 0.06264 𝑧− 0.8896
 

 

where ∆𝑌  and ∆𝑈  represent air temperature and inlet 

water temperature increment/decrement respectively, in 

each time interval. MSE and fitting ration criteria are 

shown in Table 3.  
 

Table 3. Evaluation of identified transfer functions 

 

  Specimen 

Criteria S2.5 S1.5 S0 

MSE 0.004272 0.002375 0.003734 

Fitting ratio 93.01% 93.63% 92.38% 

 

According to data from Table 3, a quite good estimation 

is obtained for all test cases, which are validated by 

experiment of 8 hours. Fig.8 shows the model validation 

result for the case of 2.5PCM content. The same accuracy 

can be observed from the 1.5PCM content and no PCM 

case. Vertical axis represent indoor air temperature during 

the discharging phase and horizontal axes indicates time. 

Black lines represent the results from the dynamic black 

box models. Red line represents real data from laboratory 

experiments. 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Model validation in building with 2.5 PCM 

content. 

As can be seen, a good fit is observed between modelling 

results and real data in the three specimens test cases with 

different PCM contents. Precision of modelling results 

seems to fit better with real data at initial hours of the 

stage. As time goes by, differences between both 

modelling and real data is more appreciable. The model is 

less accurate in predicting indoor air temperature at the 

end of the discharging phase in all the cases, 

demonstrating that the PCM behaviour is not linear during 

the cooling phase. However, the identified dynamic 

model is adequately accurate for the comparison point of 

view. As can be seen in red line, changes in real data are 

less smooth from hour 3 to the end of the phase, which 

also explains the differences between model predictions 
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and real data. In case of 2.5, more energy is stored by the 

mortar because the higher content of PCM. Consequently, 

the energy stored is released more slowly compared with 

the rest of specimens.  

The same initial conditions are required in all models for 

a comparison point of view. That is why we cannot 

compare the real experiment data. By the way in next 

section a comprehensive comparison has been performed 

to better illustrate the main advantages of using PCM 

content.  

According to the final-value theorem, gain of each system 

can be calculated as follows by applying a step input:  
 

   lim
𝑛→∞

𝑦(𝑛) = lim
𝑧→1

(1 − 𝑧−1)𝑌(𝑧) = lim
𝑧→1

𝐺(𝑧)     (6) 
 

where, 𝐺(𝑧) = 𝑌(𝑧)/𝑈(𝑧)  is the frequency domain 

representation of the system and z is a complex number  

(Fadali & Visioli 2013). 

Based on time domain analysis shown in Table 4, the time 

constant of the thermal zone including specimen S2.5 

(maximum PCM content) is higher than PCM content 

(S1.5) and plain mortar (S0) by 26% and 30% 

respectively. As expected and in consonance with 

previous studies, specimen with higher PCM content 

stores more thermal energy. Longer settling time is 

obtained in the case of S2.5, indicating that energy is 

released at a lower velocity compared with the other 

specimens. On other words, considering a higher PCM 

content will increase the thermal capacity of the pavement 

which has direct effects on the time domain 

characteristics of the thermal zone. The time constant of 

the system will be strongly affected by the mass of 

pavement and also the material used to build pavement.  
 

Table 4. Time domain analysis of buildings with different 

PCM content. 

  Specimen 

Time domain 

characteristics 
S2.5  S1.5  S0 

Gain 0.32 0.31 0.30 

Time constant (hour) 1.30 0.95 1.03 

Rise time (hour) 3.66 2.63 2.86 

Settling time (hour) 6.53 4.76 5.16 

 

As it has been shown in Table 4 using higher PCM in S2.5 

leads to higher time constant and settling time. On the 

contrary the gain of the system has to be fixed through 

using different PCM content since the gain of the system 

is affected by the thermal transmittance of the pavement 

while we are only changing thermal capacitance of the 

pavement. Therefore, we expect to have almost similar 

gain in all cases as it has been proved in Table 4.   

Figure 9 represents step response of the different 

specimens. It can be observed time domain response of 

the S2.5 has the slowest performance behaviour because 

of the higher amount of energy stored during the charging 

phase. Specimen S2.5 shows a slower increase of 

temperature during the charging time and a longer time in 

steady state.   

 

 
Fig. 9. Step response of 3 different test cases. 

Conclusions 

In the present paper, a model to analyze the thermal 

performance of energy storage mortar with PCM has been 

developed. In particular, the viability of using energy 

storage mortar as material for a radiant floor heating 

system has been investigated. The model has been 

verified through experimental results. Different contents 

of PCM have been analyzed. Three dynamic black-box 

models, based on the ARX (Auto-Regressive models with 

eXogenous inputs) identification approach are proposed 

for pavements with different PCM contents. 

The performance of energy storage mortar with different 

content of PCM has been estimated using the model after 

a good fitting between model predictions and measured 

data.  

Numerical analysis conducted on experimental laboratory 

results conffirm a higher thermal capacity of Energy 

Storage Mortar floor compared with plain mortar. This 

increase in the energy stored means that higher indoor air 

temperature is reached because of the presence of PCM, 

compared with plain material.  

Among the two PCM contents analyzed so far, the mortar 

floor with 2.5% PCM shows a better energy behaviour, in 

that it releases more slowly the accumulated heat than 

mortar floor with 1.5 PCM content. Basically, the 

pavement energetically behave as an energy storage, thus 

smoothing the temperature trend during the day. 

Specifically, results from time domain analysis seems to 

indicate that specimen with 2.5% PCM content increases 

more than 25% settling time compared with plain mortar. 

The results confirm that PCM increases the length of 

discharging phase of the pavement and allows to keep 

indor air temperature at the desiderable level, compared 

with plain mortar. This indicates that the PCM improves 

the behavior of the system as a whole, even added in a 

very small percentage.  

It can be concluded that under the operative contions of 

the experiments – which actually replicate normal 

operative conditions – a PCM floor is capable of capturing 

a proportion of the heating energy during the “charging” 

mode. That energy is then slowly released during the 

“discharging” mode.  
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The developed methodology allows to obtain the 

temperature gradient, that is, how the indoor air  

temperature increases/decreases during the charging and 

dischargin phases, for each PCM content. The method is 

useful to predict, based on the desired indoor comfort 

conditions, which is the most optimal PCM content to be 

included in the pavement to optimize the heating floor 

system performance.   

Future research directions include expanding the 

experimental activities with different operative conditions 

and different PCM percentages, as well as developing 

suitable control algorithms able to maximize the energy 

performance of the pavement for indoor temperature 

control. 

Limitations of the study 

The obtention of simulation results similar to those 

obtained in the present study is contingent on the same 

initial conditions. The study is also limitated by the small 

size of the thermal box used in the experimental stage, 

what conditioned the length of conductive pipeline in 

contact with the heating floor system. Beside the 

operational limitation, outside temperature and also 

internal gains as the most important sources of 

disturbance have adverse effects on the PCM effects 

analysis. Considering the disturbances in the thermal 

analysis of the system is a crucial point which will be 

investigated in future works.  
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